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Making of TSUNAMI pamphlet for school children in Indonesia and disaster prevention
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Authors started the activity that made TSUNAMI disaster prevention pamphlet for children in Indonesia in 2005 because a lot
of victims had gone out because of TSUNAMI due to the Indonesian Sumatran coast earthquake that had come in December,
2004 and distributed it. Our current result has been announced in this JPGU meeting (SHIBAYAMA and others 2006,2007,2008).
But afterwards, last year’s activity did a new attempt such as doing TSUNAMI short play when distributing it in the elementary
school of Lombok islands and increasing of the number of groups that participated in the making work of the pamphlet greatly.
Therefore, we did this announcement.

One of new event in 2008 was for the number of groups (Shirasagikai=All Nippon Airways cabin crew OG association, Shoin
High-school, Hanazono High-school, MInohigashi High-school Tatetsuhigashi Juniar High-school,) of the volunteer work that
made the pamphlet to have increased. Another new event in 2008 went in TSUNAMI play in front of children at that time though
distributed the pamphlet in six elementary schools in the vicinity of the coast of the Lombok island. Because children were very
pleased, we felt this play a rise of the concern of TSUNAMI pamphlet more than up to now.

In addition, earthquake (M7.6) occurred in Papua New Guinea on January 4, 2009, and TSUNAMI was occurred. But there
were no dead by this TSUNAMI. The distribution activity had been done to this elementary school in the vicinity of the coast in
this region last year by Dicky Muslm who one of the authors.

As the schedule for the future, we will make the earthquake pamphlet, and distribute it with the TSUNAMI pamphlet.


